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Noise breaking the twofold symmetry of photosynthetic reaction centers: Electron transfer
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In this work we present a stochastic model to elucidate the unidirectionality of the primary charge separation
process in the bacterial reaction centers where two symmetric ways of electron transfer~ET!, starting from the
common electron donor, are possible. We have used a model of three sites/molecules with ET beginning at site
1 with the option to proceed to site 2 or site 3. If the direct ET between sites 2 and 3 is not allowed and electron
cannot escape from the system then it is shown that the different stochastic fluctuations in the energy of sites
and the interaction between sites on these two ways are sufficient to cause the transient asymmetric electron
distribution at site 2 and 3 during relaxation to the steady state. This means that overall asymmetric ET can be
caused by the transient asymmetric electron distribution if there is a possibility for an electron to escape from
the three-site system. To explore this possibility we have introduced a sink into the model at the end of each
of the sites 2 and 3. The dependence of the asymmetry in electron transfer on the value of the sink parameter,
introduced through an additional imaginary diagonal matrix element of the Hamiltonian, was investigated.
Results show indeed that the unidirectionality of the electron transfer generated in the system of three mol-
ecules depends strongly on the sink parameter value.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.64.031906 PACS number~s!: 87.10.1e, 87.15.Rn, 87.16.Uv, 82.20.Fd
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I. INTRODUCTION

The crystallization of a bacterial reaction center prot
and elucidation of its structure open the door to the und
standing of the conversion of solar energy in usable chem
energy on the microscopic level@1,2#. The photosynthetic
reaction center@3# is a special pigment-protein complex, th
functions as a photochemical trap. The precise details of
charge separations reactions and subsequent dark ele
transport form the central question of the conversion of so
energy into the chemical energy of photosynthetic organi

The reaction centers~RCs! of a purple bacteria are com
posed of three protein subunits calledL, M, andH @4,5#. All
cofactors involved in the electron transfer~ET! are nonco-
valently bound to subunitsL and M in two chains. Both
chains of cofactors start at the bacteriochlorophyll dimer~P!
that interacts with both subunitsL andM. Then the cofactor
chains are split and each individual one continues on sub
L and symmetrically on subunitM. Cofactors in subunitL
are accessory bacteriochlorophyll (BChlL), bacteriopheo-
phytin (BPhL) and quinone (QL). Identically in theM sub-
unit are the accessory bacteriochlorophyll (BChlM), bacte-
riopheophytin (BPhM) and quinone (QM). The arrangemen
of cofactors shows the local twofold symmetry which is
most perfect in the arrangement to the bacteriochlorop
dimer. The part of theL subunit involved in ET can be su
perimposed onto the corresponding part of theM subunit by
a rotation of almost exactly 180°. For more details on str
tural arrangement, see Ref.@6#.

The cofactors serve as donor-acceptor pairs in the elec
transfer. In spite of the structural symmetry, the RC is fu
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tionally highly asymmetric. In the primary charge transfer
electron is transferred from photoexcited special pairP, the
starting point for a series of electron transfer reactions ac
the membrane, to the cofactors on subunitL, to BChlL ,
BPhL , QL , andQM @7,8#. On the other hand, the chain lo
cated on subunitM is inactive in ET. The highly asymmetric
functionality, however, can be decreased by amino acid m
tations or cofactor modification@9#.

Our understanding of the primary processes in photos
thesis is not complete without explanation of the stro
asymmetry in ET. We believe that the reason for asymme
ET between prosthetic groups located on different polyp
tides is a different molecular dynamics. Dynamics of ato
causes the change of the electrical potential fields and
conformational variations influence the mutual orientatio
between cofactors. Then the energy gap and overlap of e
tronic wave functions fluctuates as a result in the system.
net result is a different fluctuation of electronic energy lev
on prosthetic groups and also a different fluctuation of
overlaps of the electronic wave functions onL and M
branches. This approach can be used to explain the effe
individual amino acid mutation or cofactor modifications o
the observed balance between the forward ET reaction on
L side of the RC, the charge recombination processes,
ET to theM-side chromophores@9–13#.

II. MODEL FOR ASYMMETRIC ET

To describe the first steps of electron transfer processe
the reaction centers we have used the three-site model.
model is basically an extension of the theory of coup
motion of a quantum particle in a fluctuating medium@14–
24#. Let us designate the special pair~P! as site 1; sites 2 and
3 then represent the first molecules on branchesM and L.
©2001 The American Physical Society06-1
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Because of symmetry we assume that both local energies
~branchM! and 3~branchL! and the hopping terms betwee
molecule 1 and molecule 2 or 3 on both branches are also
same. We forbid the direct ET between sites 2 and 3
consider that this three level system is coupled stochastic
to a bath with white noise. We assume that energy leve
and 3 have an imaginary part which describes the interac
with the next molecule in the branch. The meaning of
imaginary part is the lifetime of electron localization at site
or 3 in the limit when hopping terms are zero@22#. The
imaginary part of energy level 1 describes the probability
electron deactivation to the ground state. Then the Ham
tonian of our model has the form

H5 (
k51

3

Ekak
1ak1 (

i 52,3
@J1a i~ t !#~ai

1a11H.c.!, ~1!

whereJ is the electronic coupling parameter~hopping term!.
The Ei andai

1(ai) are the site energy and the creation~an-
nihilation! operator of the electron at sitei, correspondingly.
The termsa i represent stochastic fluctuations of electro
coupling parameter. We assume that

E15«12 iG1 , ~2a!

E25«22 iG21b2~ t !, ~2b!

E35«32 iG31b3~ t !. ~2c!

Here b i represents stochastic fluctuations in the energy
site i. The parameter\/2G i has a meaning of the lifetime o
the electron localization at sitei in the limit of the zero
coupling parameter. Our assumption about stochastic fu
tions is that

^bk~ t !&5^a i~ t !&50 ~3!

and different from zero are only following correlation fun
tions:

^a i~ t !a i~t!&5D id~ t2t!, i 52,3, ~4a!

^bk~ t !bk~t!&5mkd~ t2t!, k52,3. ~4b!

^ & denotes the statistical ensemble average. Relations~4! im-
ply that the fluctuations at different times are uncorrela
and correspond to the shortest correlation time limit o
Gaussian-Markov process.

The main goal of the present work is to compute the r
of quantum yieldF3 andF2 of the electron escape via th
branchL ~site 3! andM ~site 2!. We start from the Liouville
equation

i\
]r

]t
5@Hr2rH1#. ~5!

In the matrix form we get

i\] tr115@J1a2~ t !#~r212r12!1~J1a3!~r312r13!

22iG1r11, ~6a!
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i\] tr125@J1a2~ t !#~r222r11!1@«12«22 iG1

2 iG22b2~ t !#r121@J1a3~ t !#r32, ~6b!

i\] tr215@J1a2~ t !#~r112r22!1@«21b2~ t !2 iG2

2 iG12«1#r212@J1a3~ t !#r23, ~6c!

i\] tr225@J1a2~ t !#~r122r21!22iG2r22, ~6d!

i\] tr135@J1a3~ t !#~r332r11!1@«12«32 iG12 iG3

2b3~ t !#r131@J1a2~ t !#r23, ~6e!

i\] tr3152@J1a3~ t !#~r332r11!2@«12«31 iG3

1 iG12b3~ t !#r312@J1a2~ t !#r32, ~6f!

i\] tr235@«22«31b2~ t !2b3~ t !2 iG22 iG3#r23

2@J1a3~ t !#r211@J1a2~ t !#r13, ~6g!

i\] tr3252@«22«31b2~ t !2b3~ t !1 iG21 iG3#r32

1@J1a3~ t !#r122@J1a2~ t !#r31, ~6h!

i\] tr33522iG3r331@J1a3~ t !#~r132r31!. ~6i!

The averaging~6! gives the termŝakr i j &, ^bkr i j &. To split
these terms we use the Furutsu-Novikov relation@25–27#

^akr i j &5 (
l5a

b

(
l 52

3 E dt^ak~ t !l l~t!&K ]r i j ~ t !

]l l~t! L , ~7a!

^bkr i j &5 (
l5a

b

(
l 52

3 E dt^bk~ t !l l~t!&K ]r i j ~ t !

]l l~t! L . ~7b!

Then we have

] t^r11&52 i
J

\
~^r21&2^r12&1^r31&2^r13&!

2
2D2

\2 ~^r11&2^r22&!

2
2D3

\2 ~^r11&2^r33&!2
2G1

\
^r11&, ~8a!

] t^r12&52
G11G2

\
^r12&2 i

«12«2

\
^r12&

2 i
J

\
~^r22&2r111^r32&!

1
2D2

\2 ~^r21&2^r12&!2
m21D3

\2 ^r12&, ~8b!
6-2
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] t^r21&52
G11G2

\
^r21&1 i

«12«2

\
^r21&

1 i
J

\ S ^r22&2^r11&1^r23&

1
2D2

\2 ~^r12&2^r21&!2
m21D3

\2 ^r21&, ~8c!

] t^r22&52
2G2

\
^r22&1

2D2

\2 ~^r11&2^r22&!

2 i
J

\
~^r12&2^r21&!, ~8d!

] t^]13&52
G11G3

\
^r13&2 i

«12«3

\
^r13&

2 i
J

\
~^r33&2^r11&1^r23&!

2
m31D2

\2 ^r13&2
2D3

\2 ~^r13&2^r31&!, ~8e!

] t^r31&52
G11G3

\
^r31&1 i

«12«3

\
^r31&

1 i
J

\
~^r33&2^r11&1^r32&!

2
m31D2

\2 ^r31&1
2D3

\2 ~^r13&2^r31&!, ~8f!

] t^r23&52
G21G3

\
^r23&1 i

e32«2

\
^r23&

2 i
J

\
~^r13&2^r21&!

2
m21m31D21D3

\2 ^r23&, ~8g!

] t^r32&52
G21G3

\
^r32&2 i

«32«2

\
^r32&

1 i
J

\
~^r31&2^r12&!

2
m21m31D21D3

\2 ^r32&, ~8h!

] t^r33&52
2G3

\
^r33&2 i

J

\
~^r13&2^r31&!

1
2D3

\2 ~^r11&2^r33&!. ~8i!
03190
Throughout the paper, with the exception of Sec. V, we
sume thatG150 andG25G35G. In the computations of Eq
~8! we put«150. The numerical solution of this set of dif
ferential equations both forG equal to and not equal to zer
is presented in Figs. 1 and 2. In both cases we start with
electron initially localized at site 1. The behavior of the sy
tem depends strongly on the fluctuation of the paramet
For the case ofG15G25G350 ~Fig. 1! the probability to
find an electron at site 1 is decreasing with the elapsed ti
However, the probability to find electron at site 2 and 3
creases asymmetrically. At site 2 the probability is slow
approaching the value of1

3 in a long time scale. The differen
behavior is observed at site 3. At this site the probabi
rapidly rises and at some specific time it has a value gre

FIG. 1. The time dependence of the site-occupation probabili
r l l (t) for the sitesl 51,2,3. The following parameters were use
J51, G50, «2510, «3510, m2 /\52, m3 /\58, D2 /\50.1,
D3 /\51. J is a hopping term;« i are the site energies;m i andD i are
characterizing the energy level fluctuation and the fluctuations
hopping term at sitei, respectively.G describes the possibility o
electronic escape from the system of three molecules. Time i
\/J units and the other parameters are inJ units.

FIG. 2. The time dependence of the site-occupation probabili
^r l l (t)& for the sitesl 51,2,3. The parameters used were:J51, G
50.3, «2510, «3510, m2 /\52, m3 /\58, D2 /\50.1, D3 /\
51. Units are as described in the legend of Fig. 1.
6-3
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than 1
3 and with elapsing time it relaxes to13. This kind of

overall transition to the steady state we call the asymme
relaxation. The final steady state distribution is equal
each site because the noise does not depend on the loc
tion of the electron. The similar results were obtained ear
for the two states model@25,28#. We can also see that th
unidirectionality of the electron transfer generated in the s
tem of three molecules may depend on the next step of e
tron transport~Fig. 1!. It means that it depends on the pro
ability of electronic escape from the system. We will assu
that this probability is equal for branchesL andM. To char-
acterize this probability we have included the parameterG to
the model. It is anad hoc generalization of the Wigner
Weisskopf exponential decay law@29#. The solution of Eqs.
~8! with G different from zero is presented in Fig. 2. Th
integral below the curvêr22(t)& @^r33(t)&# characterizes the
possibility of the electronic escape through branchM (L).
Time is measured in the units\/J.

III. CALCULATION OF ELECTRONIC ESCAPE
THROUGH THE BRANCHES

The quantum yieldF i of the electronic escape via sitei
can be characterized by the expression

F i5
2G i

\ E
0

`

^r i i ~ t !&dt5
2G i

\
lim

p→01

^r̃ i i ~p!&, i 51,2,3,

~9!

where^r̃ i i (p)& is the Laplace transformation of^r i i (t)&. The
quantum yieldsF i must fulfil the expression

F11F21F351.

It means that electrons can escape from the system thro
branchL or M or the system decay to the ground state wh
characterized the quantityF1 . Assuming the initial condi-
tions

^r11~0!&51, ^r22~0!&5^r33~0!&50

we can solve Eqs.~8! in Laplace transformation. For ou
goal the main importance is parameterK,

K5
F3

F2
5

^r̃33~p→0!&

^r̃22~p→0!&
, ~10!

which expresses the asymmetry in probabilities of electro
escape through branchesL ~site 3! andM ~site 2!.

Generally the analytical results are cumbersome. Here
present only some special cases where it is possible to
scribe the main characteristics of the process. First, we
sume the case where«25«35«, D25D35m250, m35m.
It means that we have only the energy level fluctuation
branchL at site 3. In this case parameterK has the form
03190
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K5

J41G~G21«2!S G1
m

\ D1J2GS 2G1
m

\ D
J412J2GS G1

m

\ D1G2S G21«212G
m

\
1

m2

\2 D .

~11!

We can see that asG→` K'1. It means that when the
electron escapes from the system very quickly the asym
try of the electron distribution cannot be achieved. For ve
slow escape, whenG→0, the system can achieve the stea
state. The steady state is symmetric and so we have sym
ric electron transfer withK'1. Now we will analyze the
case when all sites in the system have the same energ
«50 we get

K5
J21G2

J21GS G1
m

\ D . ~12!

For G>0 the parameterK has only the one extreme. Th
minimum is achieved whenG5J andK is

K5
2J

2J1
m

\

. ~13!

If J@m/\ thenK'1. We get the symmetric electron transf
for any value ofG. WhenJ!m/\ we haveK'2J\/m!1. In
this case we get the asymmetric electron transfer. The e
tron is transported mainly through branchM ~site 2! where
no fluctuation of the energy level exists.

In the second example we consider only the fluctuation
the hopping term between sites 1 and 3 on branchL. If «2
5«35«, D25m25m350, D35d we get

K5
A

B
, ~14!

where

A52J6S G1
d

\ D1G
d

\ S 2G1
d

\ D S G214G
d

\
1«2D

3F S G1
d

\ D 2

1«2G
1J4S 4G3111G2

d

\
117G

d2

\2 14
d3

\3 1«2
d

\ D
1J2GS G1

d

\ D S 2G319G2
d

\
124G

d2

\2 18
d3

\3D
1J2«2S 2G317G2

d

\
19G

d2

\2 1
d3

\3D ,
6-4
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B5J2S G1
d

\ D FJ21GS G1
d

\ D GF2J21S 2G1
d

\ D S G14
d

\ D G
1J2«2FJ2

d

\
1S G1

d

\ D 2S 2G1
d

\ D G .
In the case whenG→0 K>1. At this limit, as in the previous
case, the system relaxes to the steady state while the ele
is escaping from the system. WhenG→` then K
→(d/\J2)G. This limit, in the case whenD2Þ0, has the
form K;D3 /D2 . With this limit the electron distribution in
the system is developing from time zero highly asymme
cally. We get the asymmetric electron transfer through
system. The electron is transported mainly through
branch where the fluctuation of the hopping term is bigg
From Eqs.~11!–~14! it can be seen thatK does not depend
on the sign of the energy«.

The dependence ofK on G for some parameters whic
characterize our system is illustrated in Figs. 3–8. Figur
presents the influence of asymmetry in parametersD i on the
electron transport. The electron is transferred mainly thro
the branch whereD i is greater. The influence of asymmet
in parametersm i on the ET is illustrated Fig. 4. If« i50 we
get ET through the branch wherem i is smaller. When«2
5«3Þ«1 we can get ET through the branch with biggerm i .
The increase in the asymmetry of parametersm i ,D i in-
creases the asymmetry in ET~Fig. 5!. The same effect in-
creases the energy difference between sites 2, 3, and 1~Fig.
6!.

The influence of energy difference between molecules
electron transfer asymmetry in the case of small fluctuati
is presented in Fig. 7. The increase of the fluctuations ca
the decrease of ET asymmetry in the case of asymme
arrangement of energy levels~Figs. 7 and 8!.

IV. DISCUSSION OF THE MODEL

From our analysis we can conclude that the fluctuation
the hopping term increases the electron transport in a par

FIG. 3. The dependence of the ratio of electronic escape p
abilities through the branchL andM ~K! on G with the parameters
J51, m2 /\50.005, m3 /\50.005, D2 /\50.005, D3 /\50.3.
Units are as described in the legend of Fig. 1.
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lar direction. As a consequence is the fact that the bran
with a largerD i , characterizing the size of fluctuation in
interaction responsible for electron transfer in branch wi
i th molecule, has also a larger quantum yieldF i .

The influence of the energy level fluctuation depends
the energy level differences between molecules. The qu
tum yield is smaller on the branch where the parameterm i ,
characterizing the size of energy fluctuation at thei th mol-
ecule, is greater for the resonance case (« i50). In the non-
resonant case, with a nonzero difference in the energy
tween sites 2, 3, and 1, the situation can be opposite. T
quantum yield is higher in the branch with higher energ
fluctuation and it is also dependent on the relations betwe
« i andm i .

The asymmetry is strongly dependent on the parameteG.
When value of the parameterG is close to theJ value then

b-
FIG. 4. The dependence of the ratio of electronic escape pr

abilities through the branchL andM ~K! on G with the parameters:
J51, m2 /\55, m3 /\50.5,D2 /\50.01,D3 /\50.01. Units are as
described in the legend of Fig. 1.

FIG. 5. The dependence of the ratio of electronic escape pr
abilities through the branchL andM ~K! on G with the parameters:
J51, «2510, «3510, m2 /\50.01, D2 /\50.01. Units are as de-
scribed in the legend of Fig. 1.
6-5
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the parameterK, describing the asymmetric quantum yiel
has a local maximum.

For largeG the parameterK achieves the valueD3 /D2
which can be greater than its local maximum. By changinG
we can choose the branch where the electron is transpo
with higher probability. Figure 4 illustrates the case with
small G when ET proceeds mainly through branchM and
from some specific value ofG the electron is transporte
with higher probability through branchL.

If we assume that the overallC2 symmetry is only ap-
proximate and there is a difference in energy levels betw
branchL and M we can get highly asymmetric ET. The in
teresting case is presented in Figs. 7 and 8 with the sm
fluctuation of parameters in the asymmetric arrangemen
energy levels. The energy asymmetry of a fewJ ~energy is
measured inJ units! can cause a strong asymmetry in E

FIG. 6. The dependence of the ratio of electronic escape p
abilities through the branchL andM ~K! on G with the parameters
J51, m2 /\50.01, m3 /\50.08, D2 /\50.01, D3 /\50.08. Units
are as described in the legend of Fig. 1.

FIG. 7. The dependence of the ratio of electronic escape p
abilities through the branchL andM ~K! on G for the parameters
J51, «2510,«350, m2 /\5m3 /\50.01. Units are as described i
the legend of Fig. 1.
03190
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through the system for some parameterG. The fluctuation of
the hopping term decreases strongly the asymmetry of
through the system in the case whenC2 symmetry is only
approximate. The effect of the energy level fluctuation d
pends on the asymmetry arrangement of the energy le
Some value of the parameters which characterize the en
level fluctuation can increase the ET asymmetry, howev
the larger value of the same parameters decreases th
asymmetry.

Now we would like to apply our model to the primar
charge transfer in the bacterial reaction center. Candid
for molecules 2 and 3 are the accessory BChl or some am
acid betweenP and BChl. Crystallography measurements
dicate a higher mobility of the cofactors in the branchM @8#.
If we want to elucidate the unidirectionality of the prima
charge separation through the branch with lower mobility
the case of fully symmetric RC’s we must consider the si
ation depicted in Fig. 4, the resonance case. The asymm
is caused by the fluctuation of energy in the case of z
energy difference between sites 1, 2, and 3. In this case
electron is transported mainly through the branch with
smaller fluctuation of energy level. The fluctuation of ho
ping terms must be small. In this case we get the value
K;2 – 3. Similar unidirectional asymmetry of electron tran
fer was measured in modified RC’s@9#.

To elucidate the higher asymmetry in an electron trans
in the case of exactC2 symmetry we must assume that the
is the larger noise difference between branchesL andM.

However, the overallC2 symmetry is only approximate in
RC’s. There are differences in the vicinity of prosthe
groups which can cause the differences in the energy le
between molecules in branchesL andM. In this case ET can
be highly asymmetric~Figs. 7 and 8!. Moreover, the position
of atoms in the vicinity of the special pairP must also have
a strong stability to get such high asymmetry. In some b
terial reaction centers the estimated value of the hopp

b-

b-

FIG. 8. The dependence of the ratio of electronic escape p
abilities through the branchL andM ~K! on G with the parameters:
J51, «2510,«350, D2 /\5D3 /\50.01. Units are as described i
the legend of Fig. 1.
6-6
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term was estimated to beJ;0.01 eV~Ref. @12#! for primary
charge transfer separation. The difference of a few h
dredths of eV between energy levels can cause a high as
metry in the quantum yield of electronic escape through
different branches. This energy difference can be cause
different environments of cofactors on branchesL andM.

Using our model there are two ways to explain the uni
rectionality of electron transfer in RC. The first one is a lar
difference of the noise onL andM side of RC’s. The second
one is a large difference in the energy levels of the acces
bacteriochlorophyls on theM andL branches of RC’s.

V. APPLICATION TO RC’s

The analysis of amino acid mutations or cofactor mod
cations@9,30–37# that alter the highly asymmetric function
ality of RC’s can provide insight into the key factors impac
ing the directionality and the yield of electron transfer. In t
literature are described cases in which ET to theL versus the
M side in the RC was essentially modulated by chang
several parameters. The drastically reduced quantum y
~QY! was observed in RC’s where substantially differe
chromophores were in the binding pockets of the elect
acceptors@35,36#. In a series of Rhodobacter capsulatus R
mutants@33# theG(M201)D/L(M212)H double mutant has
15% electron transfer toM-side bacteriopheophytin, 70% o
electron transfer to theL-side cofactors, and 15% was dea
tivated to the ground state. The changes in the ET direct
ality were explained by the raised free energy ofP1BChlL

2

in the interaction with AspM201.
With a triple mutant S(L178)K/G(M201)D/

L(M212)H62% of electron transfer was observed to t
L-side BPh, 23% to theM-side BPh and 15% was returnin
to the ground state. In the case
triple mutants, S(L178)K/G(M201)D/L(M212)H, the
S(L178)K mutation might lower aP1BChlM

2 free energy
and thus increases the yield of electron transfer to BPhM in
comparison to theG(M201)D/L(M212)H double mutant.

ET to the primary quinone in the normalb-type mutant
was ;70% and;30% was returning to the ground sta
@9,33#. The exact values depend on the specificity of mu
tion. TheF(L121)D mutant exhibits beta type photochemi
try @33#. It was proposed thatP1BChlL

2 lies at higher free
energy in theF(L121)D mutant than in the wild-type~WT!
RC.

The RC’s of Rb. sphaeroides (M )H202L single mutant
and (M )H202L/(L)L131H double mutant@34# contain a
bacteriochlorophyll/bacteriopheophytin heterodimer as a
mary electron donor. These heterodimer mutants displa
reduced yield ofP1QL

2 formation for about 40%~single
mutant! and 25% for the double mutants. This perturbati
results from an upshift of the heterodimer free energy re
tive to homodimer primary donor of wild-type RC’s. Elec
tron transfer along theM side was observed in th
H(M182)L mutant of Rb sphaeroides@35#. In this mutant
bacteriopheophytin~referred to asFM! is incorporated in
place of BChlM . One would expect that theP1FM

2 state
would be considerably lower in energy thanP1BChlM

2 ,
thus enhancing the probability ofM-side electron transfers
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The yield of theP1FM
2 state is apparently 30–40%.

The RC’s of Rhodopseudomonas viridis mutant, whe
histidine was replaced by glutamate~denoted asL153HE!,
the quantum yield ofP1QL

2 formation is reduced to 75%
@36#. In this mutant rise in the energy level ofP1BClL

2 oc-
cured because of the presence of glutamate. The exchan
histidine to leucine in RC’s of Rh. viridis~the mutant de-
noted asL153HL! causes the incorporation of a bact
riopheophytinb instead of a bacteriochlorophylb molecule
~referred to asBL!. As a consequence of the chromopho
exchange the energy level of the electron transfer s
P1BL

2 is lowered in comparison toP1BChlL
2~WT!. Con-

sequently the quantum yield ofP1BL
2 is reduced to 50% in

this mutant@36#.
The presented experimental data show that the free en

of the intermediatesP1BChlL
2 and P1BChlM

2 does have a
major importance. If the free energy ofP1BChlL

2 is raised
relative to that of the wild-type RC~e.g., by the introduction
of a negative charge like in the mutantL153HE! the quan-
tum efficiency is considerably lowered.

The implementation of the theory requires information
garding the energetic parameters such as the energy ga
the equilibrium nuclear configuration betweenP* and
P1BChlL(M )

2. The energy level ofP1BChlL
2 in RC’s of

Rb. Sphaeroides is about 450 cm21 below theP* state@37#.
Another calculation shows that this energy level is about 2
cm21 above the special pair@38#. Theoretical calculation us
ing the Rh viridis RC crystal structure suggested that
P1BChlM

2 state is 2000 cm21 higher thanP* @39#.
The other parameters included in our model are imagin

part of energy levelsG1 ,G2 ,G3 . The value ofG1 is calcu-
lated from the internal conversion rate ofP* . This rate was
estimated to be between~90 ps!21 and ~350 ps!21 from the
measurements on WT RC’s@34#. For our theoretical simula-
tions the internal conversion rate of~130 ps!21 was selected.
Then the parameterG1 , characterizing the decay of the sy
tem to the ground state, is obtained from expression 2G1 /\
'(130 ps)21. The values of parametersG2 ,G3 can be calcu-
lated in a similar way from the decay time ofP1BChlL

2.
The decay time ofP1BChlL

2 in Rhodopseudomonas viridi
is 0.65 ps~Ref. @37#! and the transfer integralJ is estimated
to be about 20 cm21 @40–42#.

To characterize the wild-type RC in our model the follow
ing parameters were chosen: the energy levels«2
52000 cm21, «35400 cm21, hopping termJ520 cm21,
imaginary part of energy levelsG25G35G54 cm21

@2G/\'(0.65 ps!21#. Similarly to the work of Ref.@40# it
was assumed thatG1 is smaller by about two orders of mag
nitude than theG2 andG3 . This assumption has the exper
mental support@34,37#. The parameters characterizing th
noise and the decay of the system to the ground state w
m2 /\5m3 /\5200 cm21, D2 /\5D3 /\50, and G1
52.1022 cm21 for WT RC’s. It has to be noticed that QY in
our model does not depend on the sign of the energy le
«2 ,«3 and we also assume that the hopping terms do
fluctuate.

Using the above parameters the following quantum yie
were obtained for wild-type RC’s:F150.05, F250.05,
6-7
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F350.9. If we assume the asymmetry in the noise char
terizing parameter and the value of parameterG1 is taken to
be equivalent to the internal conversion rate~130 ps!21 then
with m2 /\50, m3 /\5200 cm21 the quantum yields are
F150.05, F250.001,F350.949. Even if theG1 value in
calculation is greater than average we will get a relativ
high quantum yield to ground state.

Based on our model Figs. 9 and 10 present the dep
dence of the quantum yields on the energy gaps betweenP*
andP1BChlL(M )

2 . These figures describe the mutated RC
where the mutation changed the relative free energies of
participating states.

When the energy of«3 is increased, as in the
G(M201)D/L(M212)H double mutant comparing to WT
RC’s, we have QY:F150.14,F250.14,F350.72 with the
parameters:«252000 cm21, «35800 cm21, J520 cm21,

FIG. 9. The dependence of charge separation quantum yieldF i

( i 51,2,3) on«3 energy. Parameters used for simulation:J51, «2

5100, m2 /\5m3 /\510, D2 /\5D3 /\50, G25G350.2, andG1

50.001. Units are as described in the legend of Fig. 1.

FIG. 10. The dependence of charge separation quantum y
F i( i 51,2,3) on«2 energy. Parameters used for simulation:J51,
«3520, m2 /\5m3 /\510, D2 /\5D3 /\50, G25G350.2, and
G150.001. Units are as described in the legend of Fig. 1.
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G254 cm21, G350.8 cm21, m2 /\5m3 /\5200 cm21,
D2 /\5D3 /\50, andG152.1022 cm21. The smaller value
of parameterG3 in comparison to WT is justified by the
experimental data@9,33#.

When the energy of «2 is decreased, as in
S(L178)K/G(M201)D/L(M212)H triple mutant in com-
parison with the double mutant we have QY:F150.13,F2
50.20,F350.67 using the parameters:«251600 cm21, «3
5800 cm21, J520 cm21, G254 cm21, G350.8 cm21,
m2 /\5m3 /\5m3 /\5200 cm21, D2 /\5D3 /\50, and
G152.1022 cm21.

When the energy«2 is considerably decreased in com
parison to WT as in theH(M182)L mutant of Rb sphaer-
oides where bacteriopheophytin is incorporated in place
BChlM we get the following QY:F150.04, F250.33, F3
50.63 by using the parameters:«252600 cm21,
«35400 cm21, J520 cm21, G254 cm21, G354 cm21,
m2 /\5m3 /\5200 cm21, D2 /\5D3 /\50, and G1
52.1022 cm21.

When the energy«3 is sufficiently decreased in compar
son to WT as in theL153HL mutant of Rh viridis where
bacteriopheophytin is incorporated in place of BChlL we
have the following QY:F150.12,F250.44,F350.44 with
the parameters:«252000 cm21, «3522000 cm21, J
520 cm21, G254 cm21, G354 cm21, m2 /\5m3 /\
5200 cm21, D2 /\5D3 /\50, andG156.1023 cm21. The
parameterG1 in comparison with RC’s of other bacteria wa
lowered. Our value ofG1 correspond to value of~390 ps!21

for the P* internal conversion rate which is relatively sma
The higher value of this parameter causes the strong deca
the ground state. It means that the difference between«1 and
«2 , «3 ought to be smaller.

The normalb-type mutant was not analyzed because
the strong possibility that electron is also delocalized on
BChl~b! which is incorporated in the place of BPhL . This
possibility is not incorporated in our model. And in the ca
of the heterodimer mutant it is not obvious how the electr
levels might be shifted and without this information it
difficult to make the simulations.

VI. CONCLUSION

The present study addresses the important problem of
highly asymmetric ET in the photosynthetic reaction cente
Using the stochastic model it was possible to elucidate
unidirectionality of electron transfer. In the model the ele
tron is delocalized to the three molecules~P, BChlL , and
BChlM! with the electron density dependent on the para
eters characterizing the system. The electron density in
system can be strongly asymmetric and the energy level
the BChlL and BChlM molecules have been shown to influ
ence profoundly the asymmetry.

We have shown that in mutations of RC’s where the d
ference between energy levels«2 and «1 are increased in
comparison with wild type, the unidirectionality of electro
transfer is also increased. The same effect is observed fo
decrease of the energy level difference between«3 and«1 .

The results demonstrate that an individual amino a

ds
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NOISE BREAKING THE TWOFOLD SYMMETRY OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 031906
residue can, through its influence on the free energy of
charge-separated states, effectively dictate the balance
tween the ET to theL- and M-side chromophores of th
RC’s.

In the present work the temperature dependence of
was not analyzed. Nevertheless, we would like to say
words about the temperature effect. A noise which influen
the asymmetric ET in the present analysis is dependen
the temperature. It would be interesting to know whether
unidirectionality of the primary charge separation process
RC’s is temperature dependent. The primary processe
photosynthetic reaction centers have the anomalous temp
ture dependence. This dependence can be explained b
inclusion of the relative motion of exchanging groups in
the electron-transport theory@43#. The main effect will be the
temperature dependence ofJ @43,44#. Because the paramete
G can also be dependent on the temperature there is a p
bility to change the asymmetry of ET in RC’s with a tem
perature.

However, the primary electron transfer reactions in RC
have the slight temperature dependence. The charge se
tion time constant decreases only two to three times on c
ing from 300 to 10 K@8#. If consequently the parameterG is
changed two times in the vicinity of maximum asymme
(G;J) there is no sufficient change in asymmetry of ET.
a result we have a small temperature dependence of a
metry in electron transfer in the RC’s. Also in the case
small fluctuations the asymmetry of ET through the system
temperature independent. WhenG!«L and«M then the sev-
eral times increase or decrease of parameterG does not affect
strongly the asymmetry of ET and its temperature dep
dence.

It was shown that the different hopping terms~electron-
transfer integrals! in the branches can result in the asymm
try of charge separation across theL andM branches of the
RC @45,46#. However, the present work demonstrates that
J.

h,

D.

i,

ci.
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the asymmetric ET it is not sufficient to consider only
asymmetry in electron-transfer integrals. For example, in
case of smallG, the system approaches to the quasiste
state, where asymmetry is determined by equilibrium el
tron density distribution and does not depend on electr
transfer integral.

For example there is a mutant of RC’s where hopp
integrals are not changed significantly and yet the unidir
tionality is suppressed considerably@33#. It is in contradic-
tion to the work @47# where the unidirectionality was ex
plained only on the basis of the asymmetry of trans
integrals in theL andM regions. It was suggested also th
the dimer of RC’s plays the decisive role for the vector
charge separation@48#. However, this explanation is in a con
trast to the experimental data. The profound changes in
unidirectionality of ET were observed for some mutants
RC’s without the changes in the aggregation state@9,33,36#.

The present study demonstrates that the energy leve
the accessory bacteriochlorophyl play the critical role in
unidirectionality of the primary electron transfer. Despite t
crucial role of the accessory bacteriochlorophyls for t
asymmetric ET the overall reaction required certain relat
among the parameters describing the whole system.
most important conclusion from the present study is tha
achieve the high asymmetry of ET it is not sufficient to d
scribe the isolated ET between primary donor and acces
bacteriochlorophyls. To achieve the asymmetric ET it is a
necessary to take into account the effect of the next ET s
It means that reaction centers are the complex system w
a one step in ET is coupled to the next step to get the m
mal efficiency in its functionality.
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